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Plaudes The New Black Aesthetic
It is surprising but undeniable that the inclusion of the fourth estate in serious realism was decisively advanced by those who, in their quest for new aesthetic impressions ... reenacting and ...
Materialist art history and its points of difficulty
Jonathan Anderson is definitely not in the “back to normal and forgets” camp of fashion. He was on a mission to mark his comeback runway show at Loewe ...
Loewe Spring 2022 Ready To Wear Collection
1482, oil on oak, Gemäldegalerie der Akademie der bildenden Künste (the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna) The Black Death ripped ... Saint Rosalie Interceding for the Plague-stricken of Palermo, 1624, ...
The Art of Plagues Past
According to the confession of an enslaved Black man named ... seen fit to summon for the new era another man.”² Harper would devote the rest of the decade—and much of... CHAPTER FOUR Moses vs. the ...
Excavating Exodus: Biblical Typology and Racial Solidarity in African American Literature
So often representation can be a response to the dichotomy of hypervisibility and invisibility as a black queer person. Often, I forget that my work can exist, or at least try to exist, outside of ...
Odera Igbokwe with Yani Kong
Developed by Trey Powell and Jason Bond and published by New Blood Interactive, Fallen Aces is an upcoming action game inspired by Noir crime stories and ...
Fallen Aces Preview: A Rising King
Imagine, though, if the audience could look at the dailies on a movie shoot, or listen to the bass line of a new EP ... Even the art and aesthetics have been preserved despite the game being ...
Darkest Dungeon 2 is dark, stressful, and full of hope
Fans of the show became fans of the same-titled book series by Julia Quinn (skyrocketing its sales and ranking to number one on The New York Times ... baggy jeans a black grommet-detail belt ...
The History of the Corset Is a Controversial One
Outerwear season is starting back up, and Kim Kardashian has kicked off the autumn season in New York City with the most dramatic ... She paired the statement number with a black wrap top and leggings ...
Kim Kardashian Went Out In A Giant Shaggy Coat And A Black Wrap Top For Dinner In NYC
The book designer has put an abstract spin on three of Albert Camus’ classic novels, including The Plague, The Outsider and The Fall The work of Albert Camus has taken on a new life in lockdown ... to ...
David Pearson gives Camus a fresh look for Penguin
I’m unapologetically feminist and black and queer, and I love naps. I think joy is a gift, and it’s a tool of resistance. Freedom is non-negotiable. I love beautiful things, not beautiful things you ...
‘Anyone, anywhere can tell a story’: Rev. Dean Theresa Thames on storytelling, community, and rap aspirations
Erasmus held that writing occupied a higher rung on his aesthetic ladder than making pictures did ... McQuillen of the Morgan Library and Museum in New York, where it travels in February. The show ...
Review: Hans Holbein struts his stuff at the Getty Museum
Having announced new ... black (EQ3) or silver (EQ4) finish with matching front grilles. The Sharp EQ series looks, well, like a TV – but it avoids the cheap and plasticky construction that can ...
Hands on: Sharp EQ3/EQ4 Review
These devs assess, diagnose, and fix problems with gaming chairs where people lay back, throw on a virtual reality headset, and transport to an entirely new plane of existence. This is the basic ...
Not So MMO: Gamedec Review
“I think there was a new ... Black or Hispanic. Expanding Medicaid has been the top policy priority for Democrats in Deep South states for years, citing the poverty and poor health that plagues ...
Medicaid issues, not Medicare's, get fixes in Biden budget
We’re psyched to bring you a stream of Enact’s new release for WAR Records ... The straight-edge band comes from Portland, Oregon and focuses much of their aesthetic and lyrical content on promoting ...
Check out two new tracks by Enact!
The new map is called Caldera, and it’s going to launch with Vanguard and Warzone Season 1. Black Ops Cold War fully ... number of cheaters that currently plague Warzone. The anti-cheat software ...
Warzone new map – when is the WWII map coming to Warzone?
Instead, it adds cinematic letterboxing to your TV display, resulting in something like a 3840x1640 resolution, if you discount the black bars ... out full price for a new version of a game ...
Death Stranding: Director's Cut review
In the spring and summer of 2021 the Metropolitan Museum in New York and several museums in Europe confirmed ... or sold in dubious or forced transactions has a significance greater than their ...
Napoleon’s Greatest Trophy
And it said, and it started speaking about a vegetable plague ... to keep Black people poor and hungry and ignored, if alive. And you know, it’s a story that obviously many New Yorkers, many ...

A bold study that reveals Dante's medieval vision of Scripture as theophany through pioneering use of contemporary theory and phenomenology.
Monasticism, in all of its variations, was a feature of almost every landscape in the medieval West. So ubiquitous were religious women and men throughout the Middle Ages that all medievalists encounter monasticism in their intellectual worlds. While there is enormous interest in medieval monasticism among Anglophone scholars, language is often a barrier to accessing some of the most important and groundbreaking research emerging from Europe. The
Cambridge History of Medieval Monasticism in the Latin West offers a comprehensive treatment of medieval monasticism, from Late Antiquity to the end of the Middle Ages. The essays, specially commissioned for this volume and written by an international team of scholars, with contributors from Australia, Belgium, Canada, England, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, and the United States, cover a range of topics and themes and
represent the most up-to-date discoveries on this topic.
Originally published in 1972, Themes and Images in the Medieval English Religious Lyric discusses themes and images in religious lyric poetry in Medieval English poetry. The book looks at the affect that tradition and convention had on the religious poetry of the medieval period. It examines the background of the lyrics, including the Latin tradition which was inherited by medieval vernacular and shows how religious lyric poetry presents, through a
rich variety of images, the significant incidents in the scheme of Christ’s redemption, such as the Annunciation, the Nativity, the Passion and the Resurrection. It also considers the lyrics which were designed to assist humanity in the task of living in a Christian life, as well as those which prepared them for death.
I Swear I Saw This records visionary anthropologist Michael Taussig’s reflections on the fieldwork notebooks he kept through forty years of travels in Colombia. Taking as a starting point a drawing he made in Medellin in 2006—as well as its caption, “I swear I saw this”—Taussig considers the fieldwork notebook as a type of modernist literature and the place where writers and other creators first work out the imaginative logic of discovery. Notebooks
mix the raw material of observation with reverie, juxtaposed, in Taussig’s case, with drawings, watercolors, and newspaper cuttings, which blend the inner and outer worlds in a fashion reminiscent of Brion Gysin and William Burroughs’s surreal cut-up technique. Focusing on the small details and observations that are lost when writers convert their notes into finished pieces, Taussig calls for new ways of seeing and using the notebook as form. Memory
emerges as a central motif in I Swear I Saw This as he explores his penchant to inscribe new recollections in the margins or directly over the original entries days or weeks after an event. This palimpsest of afterthoughts leads to ruminations on Freud’s analysis of dreams, Proust’s thoughts on the involuntary workings of memory, and Benjamin’s theories of history—fieldwork, Taussig writes, provokes childhood memories with startling ease. I Swear I
Saw This exhibits Taussig’s characteristic verve and intellectual audacity, here combined with a revelatory sense of intimacy. He writes, “drawing is thus a depicting, a hauling, an unraveling, and being impelled toward something or somebody.” Readers will exult in joining Taussig once again as he follows the threads of a tangled skein of inspired associations.
Simone Verovio was the first printer to produce a substantial number ofmusical prints using engraved copper plates. This intaglio printing techniquenot only allowed him to print on demand, but also to combine different kinds of notation on one page opening: voice parts with corresponding harpsichord and lute intabulations.This detailed comparison of intaglio and relief printing techniques in theeditions associated with Verovio sheds light on the
production of sheetmusic around 1600 and the comparison of the vocal and instrumental parts provides ground-breaking insights into historical performance practice. This work was published by Saint Philip Street Press pursuant to a Creative Commons license permitting commercial use. All rights not granted by the work's license are retained by the author or authors.
This unusual work is a complete treatise on the identification of precious stones that is thoroughly recommended for inclusion on the jeweller or antiquarian's bookshelf. Contents Include: Preface; How to Use The Book; Refractive Index and its Measurement; Double Refraction and How to Detect it; Colour, Colour Filters and the Dichroscope; Specific Gravity and How to Measure It; Detection of Synthetic and Imitation Stones; The Use of the Microscope;
The Identification of Diamond; The Identification of Ruby; The Identification of Sapphire; The Identification of Emerald; Aquamarine and Alexandrite; The Identification of Zircon; The Identification of Topaz; The Identification of Pink, Mauve, etc. Stones; The Identification of Brown and Orange Stones; Quartz, Opal, and Garnets; Tourmaline, Peridot, and Spinel; Identification of Translucent and Opaque Stones; Amber, Tortoiseshell, Coral, and Jet;
Pearls: Real, Cultured, and Imitation; Appendix: Glossary, Alphabetical Summary of Gem Species, Crystal Systems, Bibliography, Specific Gravity and Refractive Index Tables; Names and Addresses of Recommended Suppliers; and an Index. Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern
editions, using the original text and artwork.
Historical snapshots of the Love Canal area -- Gender at Love Canal -- Race at Love Canal -- Class at Love Canal -- Historical implications of gender, race, and class at Love Canal
Published in the year 1981, Reflections of Women in Antiquity is a valuable contribution to the field of Performance.

"The great future ambitions of Acqui, a European spa city, are rooted in its history, of which this book tells the story. As in other localities that were made famous (and attractive) by their thermal waters, it is the spa that has given rise to its economic well-being and, especially, to its historical identity and memory. Centuries of use of its curative mud and waters brought with it great buildings for accommodation and treatment, though the
city truly took off in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. However, unlike many international centres of relaxation and recreation, Acqui has always been a place more for treatment than for leisure. Though never built, the architectural designs of the 1920s were extraordinary in terms of their spatial and design solutions, and still today they point to an age of enormous ambition, accompanied by a grand vision for the city and its spa
system. A vision in which the city believes as much today as ever before."--Publisher.
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